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BID OPEN MEETING
THURSDAY 26TH | MALCOLM RYAN STUDIOS | 9.30AM

SUPERFAST BROADBAND

BID LEVY

Meeting to include updates about the roads
and the Stadium development. The first
event at AFC Wimbledon is due for Saturday
12th September and first flats are likely to
be occupied early in 2021. There will be an
update on the BID Board.

The bills have reduced to c. £40 per month
and there are now 29 subscribers.

We have collected all but 3 payments for
2019/20. Bills for 2020/21 should be
despatched by Wandsworth Council in April
and paid immediately. The very few
businesses who have not paid in 2019 are
likely to be summonsed with charges for
both years if they do not pay promptly in
2020.

We remind you that you should not park across entrances or in parking spaces of other businesses
and DO NOT IDLE. Please ensure you tell your contractors this.
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ESTATE GATES

RIVERSIDE ROAD

DEFIBRILLATORS

The northern gate is finally repaired and
operating as expected.
 
Summer opening times for the gates begin on
1st April, which means they will be open on a
Sunday.
 
There are now three new emergency keyholders
for the Estate gates. They are Chris from Tool
Services, Wayne from Associated Pipework and
Dan from Wimbledon Art Studios in addition to
Luke from Malcolm Ryan Studios.

The potholes were filled in but are already
deepening again. Discussions and estimates
have progressed for the resurfacing of Riverside
Road from the main entrance gate to Cappagh’s
 Yard). The matter is with National Grid but we
are hopeful we shall have a date for this
Spring.

There are now 5 installed on Garratt
Business Park. One outside Malcolm Ryan
Studios, one outside Wimbledon Arts Studios,
one at the north-eastern end of Rosemary
Road, one in Lyndon Yard and one on
Riverside Road, between Mr Carpet and
Compass Glass/Livra. We plan to put this
information on the website.


